Taking all these factors into account,
the hybrid system requires a battery
capable of delivering a peak power of 4.5
MW and 1.75 MWh of energy. In this
case it is actually the energy requirement
that is the most demanding. The weight
and space saving capability of Li-ion
technology makes it feasible to provide a
battery to support this application with a
total weight of less than 20tonnes and a
3
volume of around 10m .

River shuttle service

At the end of 2012, we will see one of the
first commercial applications of hybrid
propulsion, with Li-ion battery systems
providing quiet, efficient, low-emission
power for two hybrid diesel-electric
ferryboats operating a shuttle service
across the Garonne River in Bordeaux,
southwest France.

Keolis, France’s largest private sector
transportation group, is launching the
new hybrid ferry service to help the Urban
Community of Bordeaux (CUB) move
towards greener transportation methods that
will enable the port city to meet its stringent
environmental targets. The river shuttle
service is expected to carry around 300,000
passengers and their bicycles each year.
Each hybrid ferryboat will be equipped
with a 140 kWh Saft battery system
that supplies power both for its electric
propulsion motor and auxiliary loads
such as lighting and communications.
The battery works in conjunction with
the boat’s diesel engine, storing power
produced by the generator as well as
providing additional propulsion power
when required.
The Li-ion batteries will be charged over
night from the local grid and their excellent
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energy storage capability will provide the
boats with six hours of autonomous,
fully-electric operation during the two
busiest periods of the day – three hours
in the morning and three hours in the
evening – helping to both reduce fuel costs
and CO2 and NOx emissions.
Li-ion batteries have proved their
capability in demanding mission-critical
applications including satellites, where
they have now been operating for over
18 years. Li-ion technology is now
making the transition to hybrid marine
applications, where it offers a number of
key advantages, including its capability to
ensure high-power and/or energy storage
in a compact space and weight-saving
package, fast-charging, high-efficiency
and a long calendar and cycle life (up to
a million charge/discharge cycles) as well
as being completely maintenance-free. SBI

Harnessing the elements
Japan-based Eco Marine Power is developing a variant of its patent pending
EnergySail that can now be used as a platform for other renewable energy
technologies. The latest variant of the rigid sail is also being incorporated into
the design of a new concept vessel from the company, reports Nicola Stuart

E

co Marine Power’s EnergySail
is not just a rigid sail; the sail
incorporates the technology to
capture and store wind and solar power.
The original design of the EnergySail was
suited to installation on larger vessels
such as Capsize bulk carriers but when
Eco Marine Power began work on a new
variant at the beginning of 2012, the
company realised that the revised design –
now lighter and with new features added –
could be adapted for use on smaller vessels
that often operate at speeds of 10-14kts.
According to Greg Atkinson, director
at Eco Marine Power, solar module and
energy storage technologies are rapidly
advancing and there are options available
now that were not considered feasible just
a few years ago. With the development
of flexible, lightweight, high-efficiency
marine grade solar panels, it has become
possible to consider including more
solar panels on the EnergySail due to the
weight savings.
54
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In addition to the EnergySail, the naval/coastguard/survey vessel concept will use a
hybrid propulsion system and energy storage modules

Eco Marine Power completed the
high-level design phase for this variant of
the EnergySail in August, and some of the
major changes seen in the design include

a lighter structure and the addition of
a number of layers of safety, which are
designed to protect the device and ship
from the impact of sudden wind bursts
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solutions, notes Atkinson. The new variant further illustrating the type of smaller
offers additional flexibility as the choice of vessel that the variant will be suited for.
renewable energy technologies mounted
There are two basic design concepts
on it can be configured to suit the specific for the naval/coastguard/survey vessel,
operational profile of a vessel and even the says Atkinson. The first is 100-120m
mission that it will undertake. “We also loa, in which four EnergySails could be
believe that the ability of the EnergySail employed, and the second is for a smaller
to be re-configured and upgraded will be vessel of under 100m in length; for the
a game changer as this makes the design smaller concept design, two EnergySails
future-proof,” says Atkinson.
could be mounted.
Looking ahead, Atkinson tells Ship
With the larger of the concept designs as
& Boat International that the ability to an example, Atkinson notes that it would
tailor the EnergySail system will also be technically possible to fit more than
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The EnergySail is also a component of
Eco Marine Power’s wider development
of alternative power and propulsion
systems, namely the Aquarius MRE
System. Aquarius MRE combines the use
of rigid (but movable) sails, solar panels
and energy storage modules to capture
and use sources of renewable energy on
board the vessel.
Eco Marine Power is working on the
project with KEI System Co. Ltd, Osaka,
for the development of a control system
for the Aquarius MRE System and the
positional system is being developed with
Sekigahara Seisakusho Ltd; Canada-based
Corvus Energy is supplying its lithiumion battery technology.
The Aquarius MRE System’s computer
control system is now being tested and
evaluated in Osaka and Atkinson says that
the company expects that it will connect
the control system with the positional
system in the Osaka laboratory in early
November and then begin testing a
complete laboratory prototype.

The next stage will involve land-based
outdoor testing of an actual system before
moving onto sea trials. Eco Marine Power
hopes that these will start in 2013 and the
company has already had contact with
companies in Japan & Europe about the
sea trial phase, says Atkinson.
Wind tunnel tests for the type of rigid
sail shape that the company intends
to use confirm that the estimated fuel
savings are achievable, remarks Atkinson.
Conservative estimates for a vessel such as
a large bulk carrier or oil tanker put annual
fuel savings at 10% using the Aquarius
MRE System but Atkinson adds that for
smaller, more specialised vessels, fuel
savings will be greater and of course less
fuel means lower emissions.

Growing interest

In addition to rapid advancements in
battery technology, with the decrease in
their costs and increase in energy density,
other advancements beginning to make
renewable energy on ships more attractive

include: new inverter technologies; lighter
composite materials; more efficient wind
power devices and improvements in
battery management systems.
Eco Marine Power is optimistic about
the future and believes that the use of
renewable energy by the shipping sector
will expand significantly over the next
decade. However, Atkinson notes that
some key issues such as cost, safety,
operability and scalability, still need to be
addressed, “although we think we have
made good progress in addressing these via
the solutions we are developing” he adds.
Atkinson notes that probably the
biggest hurdle to overcome in the wider
adoption of using renewable energy to
supply power to ships is in gaining the
acceptance of the shipping and marine
sector. “This is only going to be achieved
by obtaining performance/operational
data from testing and sea trials so we can
prove our renewable energy solutions
are cost effective, safe and operationally
viable,” says Atkinson. SBI

The high road to low carbon
The first of two low emission vessels for ferry operator Caledonian
MacBrayne (CalMac) is scheduled for launch in December

I

t was announced in October that
the first ferry will be called Hallaig;
named after a Scottish poem, this
marks the beginning of naming vessels
in the fleet after Scottish literature.
Hallaig is set to enter into service by
mid-2013, with her sister following later
that year.
The roll-on/roll-off passenger
ro-pax hybrid ferries, first featured in
Ship & Boat International July/August
2011 (page 22), are equipped with an
innovative hybrid propulsion system,
comprising a diesel-electric and lithiumion battery arrangement supplied by
Imtech Marine of The Netherlands.
Imtech Marine is also supplying related
systems such as the energy management
for the ferries, in addition to crew
training on the systems.
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Imtech Marine has been working to
design, adapt and integrate the hybrid
propulsion system using the latest
proven technology in an innovative
manner to suit the CMAL ferries’
specific operating profiles. Dennis Mol,
director, technology and competence
development at Imtech Marine, notes
that the lessons learnt from designing
the propulsion system for a specific
operating profile, such as that of the
ferries for CMAL, can be carried
into less specific profiles making the
technology easier to adapt.
The ferries will undergo
comprehensive testing before entering
service. Performance will be checked
against simulations of the vessels’
operating profile to enable the hybrid
propulsion system to be optimised

further. Mol explains that the testing
and optimising process will comprise
a stage of simulation, measurement
and adaption.
O nc e t he ve ss el c om me nc e s
operation, its performance will continue
to be measured and further optimised
using the energy management system
developed by Imtech Marine. With close
cooperation from the vessel operators,
this process will ensure that the ferries
are run as efficiently as possible.
Continuing its efforts to champion
the development of low-carb on
solutions, CMAL has also been
chosen to lead a consortium to
conduct a feasibility study, for Scottish
Enterprise, into using hydrogen fuel
cells for the commercial development
of zero emission ferries. SBI
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